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Abstract. A novel biped walking pattern combining robust zero-moment-point ZMP tech-
nique and pre-determined foot-lifting value is proposed in this paper. The implementa-
tion of suggested approach contains following stages. Initially, a one-step ZMP curve
for a small-sized humanoid is created using the 3rd-order interpolating equation, with
pre-determined velocity responding the ZMP concept. The next step, biped gait plan-
ning is modeled as a non-linear MIMO plant including ten degree-of-freedom DOF. Then,
the installation of a biped walking pattern generator (WPG) based on the new hybrid
Neural-NARX model is completed. Eventually, the novel Enhanced Differential Evolu-
tion (EDE) technique is applied to optimally identify the weights of the hybrid Neural-
NARX structure, for ensuring robust robot walking in terms of desired ZMP trajectories
and pre-determined foot-lifting value. All case studies confirm that it is surely provide a
biped WPG satisfying both of the effectiveness and high robustness. The verification of
the newly proposed WPG is adequately tested via both simulation and experiment results.

Keywords: small-sized biped, walking pattern generator (WPG), Nonlinear Auto-Regressive
eXogenous (NARX) model, model, Enhanced Differential Evolution (EDE) optimization
technique, zero-moment-point (ZMP) concept.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ZMP principle has been firstly applied to humanoid gait planning by Vukobra-
tovic which represents relation from humanoid joint-angular values with the ZMP which
is able to be expressed as a differential equation. It is necessary to note that it is strongly
difficult to generate trajectorial curves of humanoid joint-angular values that ensure the
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real ZMP perfectly following the desired ZMP curve due to its quite non-linearity. To sur-
pass that disadvantage, the complicated ZMP functions are simply transformed via trans-
formations appropriate. Such as, authors in [1, 2] suggested a forecast adjustment based
on an inverse pendubot structure. Oshahi et al. in [3] introduced a novel ZMP-based
WPG successfully applied to biped. Different from the techniques above-mentioned, Yi
et al. in [4] introduced a new model from which important requirements were condi-
tioned as to ensure biped to stably walking on uneven ground. Improving the resulted
humanoid joint-angular curves, a humanoid WPG generator is innovatively proposed
via choosing the optimal parameters as to guarantee the humanoid robust walking.

Several research approaches also investigated the humanoid WPG as an optimal
problem regarding to numerous trade-off requirements. In detail it relates to optimum
evolutionary algorithms which played an important role to biped development in terms
of effectiveness in energy-consumed cost and biped stepping robustness by optimizing
biped parameters. Such as, Liu et al. in [5] applied a new dynamic walking control for
biped robots linking linear inverted pendulum mode with biped coefficient optimization.
Authors in [6] (2021) introduced a novel optimization approach for humanoid robot mo-
tion planning. Meng et al. [7] proposed an accelerating proximal policy optimization on
CPU-FPGA applied to biped stable walking. Huan et al. in [8] suggested an adaptive gait
generation for biped robot based on evolutionary neural-model optimized with MDE op-
timization technique. Van-Huan et al. in [9] successfully applied an optimal trajectory
generation for biped robust walking, among them. However, in order to catch humanoid
gaits, biped robots have to control their hip-shift.

Recently, deep machine learning techniques applied to biped robot have been in-
creasingly attracted the investigation of numerous researchers. Wang et al. [10] initia-
tively applied machine learning algorithms in bipedal robot walking control. Phaniteja
et al. [11] suggested a deep reinforcement learning method for dynamically stable in-
verse kinematics of biped robot. Authors in [12] introduced a real-world reinforcement
learning for autonomous biped robot docking. Hwang et al. [13] proposed a new motion
segmentation and balancing technique for biped robot’s imitation learning. Kim et al.
in [14] introduced an innovative push recovery control for biped robot using reinforce-
ment learning technique, and so on. Especially, several neural-based learning approaches
also initiatively suggested as to biped stably walking control. Gil et al. in [15] introduced
a new deep learning approach for efficient biped gait generation using reinforcement
learning and artificial neural networks. Xi and Chen [16] proposed a new biped walking
control on static and rotating platforms using hybrid neural-based reinforcement learn-
ing method. Zhang et al. [17] (2022) successfully applied a new neural reinforcement
learning framework for biped gait control. The disadvantage of these deep learning tech-
niques relates to the fact that the learning methods show too complicated that they seem
hard to be applied in practical humanoid applications.

Based on biped WPG results above-mentioned, a novel biped WPG technique (using
NARXMLP neural model optimized by enhanced evolutionary algorithm) is suggested
satisfying both of desired ZMP trajectories and pre-determined foot-lifting value. The
design steps of that suggested technique includes as. Firstly, a desired one-step ZMP
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curve for biped is developed using the 3rd-order interpolation function. Second, it opti-
mally identifies the biped walking process via a nonlinear 10 DoF system. Third, a novel
biped WPG model based on the hybrid Neural-NARX is created. Concerning the pro-
posed Neural-NARX model, it consists of 2 inputs related to the co-ordinate of desired
ZMP value at t(k) and 2 related to the coordinate data of the real ZMP point at t(k− 1).
Then Neural-NARX model generates 4 outputs related to biped gait generating param-
eters. Eventually, the new Enhanced Differential Evolution (EDE) optimization method
is applied to optimally identify the weighting values of the Neural-NARX scheme, as
to guarantee robust robot walking satisfying both of desired ZMP trajectories and pre-
chosen foot-lifting value.

This paper includes following sections. Section 2 introduces the novel humanoid
WPG generator. Section 3 suggests the new enhanced EDE algorithm for optimum es-
timating the weights of the proposed humanoid Neural-NARX structure. Descriptions
and analysis contributed to the simulation plus experiment results will be presented in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions belong to Section 5.

2. BIPED WPG GENERATOR

Fig. 1 presents the block diagram of the suggested robust humanoid WPG genera-
tor using the novel Neural-NARX model. The WPG is implemented using resulted basis
introduced at [18]. The proposed hybrid Neural-NARX model used for regulating WPG
generator is initiatively implemented. Fig. 1 clarifies that the Neural-NARX model out-
puts play the role of inputs of WPG which generates the 10 rotating angular values for en-
suring the humanoid stably walking. The output sent-back of humanoid composes of x, y
coordinates of ZMP magnitude. Those 2 parameters provided to NARX model with de-
sired ZMP values, which then generates the four principal parameters (ϕ1(k), . . . , ϕ4(k))
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sent to Neural MLPNN model. The coefficients of proposed biped Neural-NARX model
are to be optimum estimated using the Enhanced Differential Evolution (EDE) optimiza-
tion approach.

2.1. Real ZMP trajectories of Humanoid Robot
Regarding biped walking, ZMP trajectory lies below the support-foot. Then, man

proves easy to walk smoothly regarding to flexible speed. Fig. 2 shows that the curve
of p1 p2 p3 p4 forms the human ZMP trajectory within one step. It is clear to note that
A, B, and C represent the support-feet centres. Within the 1st DSP, p1 - p2 represents the
distance that ZMP moved. In SSP Phase, the ZMP curve contains p2 to p3. In DSP phase,
this curve contains p3 to p4.

Fig. 2. ZMP shift description
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Then the real biped ZMP trajectory is able to be attained using those constraints.
Assuming that the 1-step period equals Tc, hence biped kth period shows between kTc
to (k + 1)Tc, with k = 1, 2, . . . , K; with K denotes the biped total steps. As to clarify, we
define the biped kth step to begin using the right foot lifting at t = kTc, and to stop during
the right foot touch the surface at t = (k + 1)Tc. That procedure is described in Fig. 3.

Defining (Xzmp leave, Yzmp leave) as the ZMP coordinates during the swing leg moves;
(Xzmp land, Yzmp land) represents the ZMP coordinates during the supporting leg (right
leg) fixed on surface; Td represents the DSP phase duration; Ts denotes the SSP phase
duration. The co-ordinate system (Oxy) positioned at the support-foot centers (left foot).
Followed constraints are derived with S represents biped step value, w denotes the length
from 2 biped legs:

xzmp ref (t) =


−S

4
, t = kTc

Xzmp leave, t = kTc + Td

Xzmp land, t = kTc + Td + Ts

S
4

, t = (k + 1) Tc

(1)
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yzmp ref (t) =


−w

2
, t = kTc

Yzmp leave, t = kTc + Td

Yzmp land, t = kTc + Td + Ts

−w
2

, t = (k + 1) Tc

(2)

To guarantee a flat curve, it needs that not only the first derivation ẋzmp ref (t),
ẏzmp ref (t), but also the 2nd derivative terms ẍzmp ref (t), ÿzmp ref (t) being continuous,
with respect to special nodes at t = kTc, kTc + Td, kTc + Td + Ts and (k + 1)Tc.

In order to meet with the requirements (1)–(2), and the 1st and 2nd derivatives’ con-
tinual constraints above, the polynomial order required too high and thus its compu-
tation falling in difficulty if applying interpolation. To surpass these drawbacks, the de-
sired biped ZMP trajectory will be calculated via the third-order interpolation (developed
from [19]).

Thus, xzmp ref (t) and yzmp ref (t) will be characterized by the third-order polyno-
mial description, and then the 2nd derivatives, ẍzmp ref (t), ÿzmp ref (t) available to be al-
ways continuous. By varying the values of constraint parameters Xzmp leave, Yzmp leave,
Xzmp land, Yzmp land, S, Tc, Td and Ts, it enables to generate versatile desired biped ZMP
trajectories.

2.2. Proposed WPG generator
The WPG ensures biped gait robust walking via desired ZMP trajectories. This re-

search suggests a ten-DOF model (composing of 4 for hips, 2 for knees and 4 with ankles)
shown in Fig. 4 as follows,
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Fig. 4. Structure of a humanoid stable 1-step walking

The motions of P1, P5 and P10 are fully described in (3). In which, Tc re-
presents humanoid 1-step duration (s), w denotes the distance between 2 legs,
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τ =

{
t if 0 ≤ t < Tc
t− Tc otherwise and u (t) =

{
0 if t < 0
1 otherwise .

P1x (t) = P1y (t) = P1z (t) = 0,

P5x (t) =
S
4

sin
(

π

Tc

(
t− Tc

2

))
,

P5y (t) = n sin
(

π

Tc
τ

)
.
[

u (τ)− u
(

τ − Tc

2

)]
+ n cos

(
π

Tc

(
τ − Tc

2

))
.
[

u
(

τ − Tc

2

)
− u (τ − Tc)

]
,

P5z (t) = (d1 + d2 + d3 − h) ,

P10x (t) =
S
2

sin
(

π

Tc

(
t− Tc

2

))
,

P10y (t) = −w,

P10z (t) = H sin
(

π

(
P10x (t)

S

)
+

1
2

)
,

(3)



θ1 (t) = arctan
(

yl (t)
zl (t)

)
, θ5 (t) = −θ1 (t) ,

θ10 (t) = arctan
(

yr (t)
zr (t)

)
, θ6 (t) = −θ10 (t) ,

θ3 (t) = π − θA (t) , θ8 (t) = π − θC (t) ,

θ4 (t) =
π

2
− θA (t) + θB (t)− arcsin

(
xl (t)
ll (t)

)
,

θ7 (t) =
π

2
− θC (t) + θD (t)− arcsin

(
xr (t)
lr (t)

)
,

θ2 (t) = θ3 (t)− θ4 (t) , θ9 (t) = θ8 (t)− θ7 (t)

(4)

The mass of links is assumed to be concentrated at the joints situated at the distal
points. As to clarify, the humanoid movement is considered in forward way. Using Fig. 4,
it is evident to see that there are three main humanoid trajectories, namely at first the hip
curve P5 = [P5x, P5y, P5z] then, second the ankle curve P1 = [P1x, P1y, P1z] of the support-
leg, and eventually the ankle curve P10 = [P10x, P10y, P10z] of the swing-leg, which were
all dependent on the four key coefficients (S, H, h, n), as shown in Fig. 4. Hence three
selected curves P1, P5, P10 can be considered as ideal sinus shape, and then completely
shown as follows, (developed from [18]).

The 10 joint-angular curves located at two humanoid legs in 1-step stepping dura-
tion show possible to be expressed using only P1 = [P1x, P1y, P1z], P5 = [P5x, P5y, P5z] and
P10 = [P10x, P10y, P10z] based on the inverse trigonometric humanoid equations. Then the
pseudo-kinetic technique exploiting humanoid joint-rotating values is used, and shown
at (4), in which xl , yl , zl , xr, yr, zr, ll , lr, θA, θB, θC, θD represent kinetic parameters of hu-
manoid (consulted more in [18]).
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The humanoid robust stepping is validated via the ZMP concept. It concludes that, if
ZMP x, y coordinates situated inside support-foot surface, humanoid holds robust step-
ping. The ZMP x, y coordinate equations in terms of humanoid dynamics coefficients are
exactly presented as follows (developed under [20]):

xZMP =
∑n

i=1 mi
(

P̈zi + g
)

Pxi −∑n
i=1 mi P̈xiPzi

∑n
i=1 mi

(
P̈zi + g

) ,

yZMP =
∑n

i=1 mi
(

P̈zi + g
)

Pyi −∑n
i=1 mi P̈yiPzi

∑n
i=1 mi

(
P̈zi + g

) ,
(5)

with mi represents the ith link mass; (Pxi, Pyi, Pzi) denotes the ith link coordinates cen-
ter; g is the gravitational acceleration; P̈xi and P̈yi denote the ith link accelerating values
in x- and y-profile; (xZMP, yZMP) represent the ZMP values. The joint position, Pi =
(Pix, Pyi, Pzi), be determined via humanoid joint-angular values (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6, θ7, θ8,
θ9, θ10) in each 1-step duration (developed under [18]). Moreover the link speed Ṗi (t) and
acceleration P̈i (t) values can be calculated via Pi (t).

2.3. Proposed Biped Neural-NARX model
The new Neural-NARX structure is suggested by combining the NARX scheme and

MLP Neural model. Improving that linkage, the Neural-NARX model enhances not only
the powerful approximating ability of MLP neural structure but also the perfect forecast
capacity of NARX model. Moreover, the weights of Neural-NARX model will be opti-
mized via the new EDE optimization technique.

Using Fig. 1, the MLP neural model contains a 3-layer in which n = 4 representing
the amount of input- nodes, q representing the amount of hidden- nodes and m = 4 repre-
senting the amount of output-layer nodes; ϕ (k) = [ϕ1 (k) , ϕ2 (k) , ϕ3 (k) , ϕ4 (k)]T denotes
regressive values which represent delayed values of [xzmp real (k− 1) , yzmp real (k− 1)]
and the desired [xzmp ref (k) , yzmp ref (k)] ZMP values; y(k) = [y1(k), y2(k), y3(k), y4(k)]
denotes the forecast output values which represent the biped four principal gait coef-
ficients [S(k), H(k), h(k), n(k)]; wjl is weighted value of jth layer; wj0 represents the bias
weight (j = 1, . . . , q; l = 1, . . . , n); vij denotes the weight of the ith output layer; vi0 denotes
the output bias weight (i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , q); f j(.) represents the hidden activating
function (j = 1, . . . , q) and Fi(.) is the output activation function (i = 1, . . . , n); D repre-
sents the whole threshold magnitude of MLP neural model. Thus the forecast output will
be determined as follows

yi (k, θ) = Fi

(
q

∑
j=1

vij f j

(
m=4

∑
l=1

wjl ϕl (k) + wj0

)
+ vi0

)
, i = 1, . . . , n = 4. (6)

In which, ϕ (k) represents regressive values; θ denotes the weight one. Those two
vectors are fully defined as,

ϕ (k) = [ϕ1 (k) , ϕ2 (k) , ϕ3 (k) , ϕ4 (k)]
T

= [xzmp real (k− 1) , yzmp real (k− 1) , xzmp ref (k) , yzmp ref (k)]T,
(7)
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θ = [wjl , wj0, vij, vi0]
T; j = 1, . . . , q; l = 1, . . . , n = 4; i = 1, . . . , m = 4

= [w1, . . . , wD]; D = (n + 1)× q + (q + 1)×m; n = m = 4.
(8)

The MLP neural scheme output represents the predictive output variable y (k, θ) =

[y1 (k, θ) , y2 (k, θ) , y3 (k, θ) , y4 (k, θ)]T of weighting θ and regressive ϕ (k) values. The real
ZMP position [xzmp real (k) , yzmp real (k)] is determined using the forecast values y (k, θ)
via WPG and ZMP equations.

It is clear to see that as to estimate the WPG for guaranteeing biped stepping stability,
it needs to design the fitness function. The final object for humanoid robot is to achieve a
stable stepping with respect to pre-chosen foot-lifting magnitude. Stable biped stepping
is completely evaluated via the length from ZMP to biped support-foot center position
during 1-step duration.

As to guarantee robot stable stepping under the desired ZMP trajectories regarding
to pre-determined foot-raising value, it needs to design the fitness function. The robot
stable stepping is verified based on the erroneous factor EN improved from the LMS
value determined as follows,

EN1 (θ) =
N

∑
k=1

((
xzmp ref (k)− xzmp real (k)

)2
+
(
yzmp ref (k)− yzmp real (k)

)2
)

, (9)

where N represents the full sample number within one robot step.
Eq. (9) denotes the 1st fitness one. Moreover, another objective relates to robot to

perfectly track the preset foot-lifting value – Hre f . Hence the residual of the real foot-
lifting value with the preset one – Hre f , described at (10), is the 2nd fitness equation.

EN2 (θ) =
N

∑
k=1

(
y3 (k)− Hre f

)2. (10)

Thus, in order to complete a stable and efficient robot walking met with desired ZMP
trajectory and pre-determined foot-lifting magnitude, it requires to optimally minimize
the two objective equations EN1 and EN2. It forms eventually the objective function EN
(11) optimizing the following weight vector θ = [w1, . . . , wD].

EN (θ) = λEN1 (θ) + (1− λ) EN2 (θ) (11)

In which, λ(0 < λ < 1) represents an optimally chosen coefficient applied as to prior
select either robust robot stepping (higher λ) or precise foot-lifting value (lower λ).

In this paper, the new enhanced EDE technique is applied. In the estimating phase,
not only the desired ZMP [xzmp ref (k), yzmp ref (k)] values but also the real ZMP
[xzmp real (k), yzmp real (k)] ones are optimally identified and thus the weight θ vector is
adjusted.

3. PROPOSED EDE ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL WPG IMPLEMENTATION

The EDE technique is newly designed by modifying mutating factor F, along with
control cross-over coefficient CR in exploration/exploitation of global optimum result.
The full presentation of the enhanced EDE approach is improved from [21]. Below, the
EDE technique is applied to optimally identify the weights of MLP neural model and
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is fully presented in Table 1, in which GEN represents the maximum number of itera-
tions; randint(1, D) denotes the function that generates a value ∈ [1÷ D]. Moreover, it
is important to choose the threshold value available which gives a critical effect on the
global solution searching abilities of EDE algorithm. In case threshold value is too high
compared of tolerance index, EDE shows a prior global searching; otherwise, in case
threshold value shows too small, EDE tends to a prior in local searching. Thus, in order
to select a best value regarding to the threshold, it needs to be dependent on the char-
acteristics of user’s problem. With this paper, the value of 10−3 is the best value chosen
enable of efficiently balancing for not only exploration but also exploitation capabilities.

Table 1. Pseudo-code EDE algorithm training MLPNN
1 Begin

2 Generate randomly initialized population θi,G = [w1,i,G , w2,i,G , . . . , wD,i,G ]
3 Evaluate the fitness for each individual in population

4 for G = 1 to GEN do

5 for i = 1 to NP do

6 jrand = randint(1, D)

7 CR = rand [0.7, 1.0]

8 F = rand [0.4, 1.0]

9 for j = 1 to D do

10 if rand [0,1] < CR or j = jrand then

11 if delta > threshold then

12 if rand > 0.3 then % using "rand /1"

13 Select randomly r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NP}
14 uj,i,G+1 = wj,r1 ,G + F×

(
wj,r2 ,G − wj,r3 ,G

)
15 else % using "rand /2"

16 Select randomly r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= r4 6= r5 6= i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NP}
17 uj,i,G+1 = wj,r1 ,G + F×

(
wj,r2 ,G − wj,r3 ,G

)
+ F×

(
wj,r4 ,G − wj,r5 ,G

)
18 end if

19 else delta <= threshold

20 if rand > 0.3 then % using "best /1"

21 Select randomly r1 6= r2 6= best 6= i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., NP}
22 uj,i,G+1 = wj,best,G + F×

(
wj,r1 ,G − wj,r2 ,G

)
23 else % using "best /2"

24 Select randomly r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= r4 6= best 6= i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NP}
25 uj,i,G+1 = wj,best,G + F×

(
wj,r1 ,G − wj,r2 ,G

)
+ F×

(
wj,r3 ,G − wj,r4 ,G

)
26 end if

27 end if

28 else

29 uj,i,G+1 = wj,i,G
30 end if

31 end for

32 if EN (Ui,G+1) ≤ EN (θi,G) then

33 θi,G+1 = Ui,G+1
34 else

35 θi,G+1 = θi,G
36 end if

37 end for

38 delta = |(EN mean/EN best)− 1|
39 end for

40 End
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The benefits of the proposed Neural-NARX model are analyzed in previous Sections.
Here we present the full simulation plus experiment tests used to verifying applied to
the small-sized experiment biped robot. Fig. 5 illustrates the biped architecture of the
experiment biped robot. This small-sized biped includes 10 links whose mass are: mi =
70 gam and m0 = 200 gam. These links were designed to possess the following sizes (in
cm): d1 = 5.6, d2 = d3 = 6, d4 = 4, d0 = 9, w = 6.3. 9 

  
Fig. 5. The experiment biped robot structure 
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duration N=202, the activating functions of neural model represent sigmoid ones. 
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The effectiveness of the suggested Neural-NARX is verified via benchmark-test of the humanoid 
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Fig. 5. The experiment biped robot structure

The desired biped ZMP trajectories are designed regarding to the constraint coeffi-
cients Xzmp leave = −1.2 cm, Yzmp leave = 0.9 cm, Xzmp land = 1.6 cm, Yzmp land = 10 cm,
S = 9.9 cm, Tc = 0.9 s, Td = 0.5 s and Ts = 0.18 s. Preset foot-raise value Hre f = 1 cm with
λ in (11) selected equal 0.9. Coefficients of Neural-NARX scheme are optimally identi-
fied as: hidden node number q = 8, optimal sampled-step number in 1-cycle duration
N = 202, the activating functions of neural model represent sigmoid ones.

4.1. EDE-based Neural-NARX Model Identification
The effectiveness of the suggested Neural-NARX is verified via benchmark-test of

the humanoid robust stepping based on the desired biped ZMP trajectories and it vali-
dates the performance of the novel EDE algorithm through comparing the EDE with the
traditional DE optimization method.

This case-study is started with initiated values and finally is to obtain the global op-
timal values in the seeking space. The swarm number is denoted as NP and the element
dimension is represented as D in which contains all identified variables. Thus, the ini-
tial result is described as W = [W1, W2, . . . , WNP]

T, where ‘T’ is the transposed operator.
Every component Wi(i = 1, 2, . . . , NP) is composed of Wi = [Wi,1, Wi,2, . . . , Wi,D]. The
appropriate approaches of each method are clarified here. It is necessary to notice that,
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with respect to these techniques, the i index is changed within 1 to NP while the j one is
changed within 1 up to D.

In this study, in order to equalize the exploration and exploitation balance of po-
tential solutions collected with these two methods, each technique is evaluated via two
thousand times. As a consequent, with these solutions realized about 10 runs, needed
stochastic-based parameters, concerning the medium, the standardized residual, etc., re-
quired to be calculated for the comprehensive comparison. The NP number of two meth-
ods is selected equal 50 (NP = 50), Table 2 tabulates the DE and suggested EDE principal
coefficients.

Table 2. Principal parameters of comparative optimization methods

Algorithm Coefficients Magnitude

DE Mutant rate (F) 0.38
Crossover rate (CR) 0.88

Proposed Threshold value 1e−4
EDE Mutant rate (F) Hazard [0.3; 1.0]

Crossover rate (CR) Hazard [0.6; 1.0]

Exploiting all setting values above-mentioned, it is evident to notice that these se-
lected parameters are successfully used in simulation. Consequently, these parameters
are considered as “nominal magnitudes”. The flexibility of comparative optimization al-
gorithms is verified based on such nominal magnitudes. Those optimization algorithms
are all programmed in MATLAB version 2020b on HPE XL270d Gen10 Node CTO Server
with 2*Intel Xeon-Silver 4216 (2.1GHz/16-core/100W) and 8*HPE 32GB (1x32GB) Dual
Rank.

Table 3 presents the value of LMS (Least Mean Square) after each training procedure
corresponding to two comparative optimization algorithms. After 10 training times of
each optimal algorithm, the average value is also calculated and shown in this table. In
Table 3, by comparing the value of LMS corresponding to each algorithm and results
will be presented in Table 4. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows the convergent rate of LMS value
in the estimating procedure. The dashed curve denotes the convergent velocity of each
run meanwhile the bold curve shows the mean convergent rate from ten runs. The blue
and red curves show the LMS convergent speed using the DE and the suggested EDE
methods, respectively. In Fig. 7, it is easy to see the comparative ZMP trajectories of
proposed Neural-NARX model response with the desired ZMP one. This apparently
illustrates that the ZMP curve of Neural-NARX well tracks the desired ZMP curve and
it always located within the biped support-foot area. That result ensures that the small-
sized humanoid HUBOT-5 keeps stable stepping. Fig. 8 shows the comparison regarding
to the response of robot 10 joint-angular values. Furthermore, the results shown in Fig. 6
confirm that the new EDE method quite better than the DE both in LMS accuracy and in
convergence speed.
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Table 3. Comparative LMS error values after training with 2 algorithms

Run
LMS of training Neural-NARX model (cm2)

DE Proposed EDE

1 544.568 332.307
2 353.814 353.814
3 436.233 332.134
4 343.809 334.724
5 368.244 332.480
6 406.201 342.878
7 680.712 333.311
8 361.987 332.442
9 540.523 336.210
10 379.065 390.073

Average 441.516 342.037

Table 4. The comparison of the LMS value corresponds to comparative algorithms

No
LMS of Training NARX-MLPNN model

Best (cm2) Worst (cm2) Mean (cm2) Variance (cm2) Time for 1 run (s)

DE 343.809 680.712 441.516 1.241e+04 17909.2135660000
EDE 332.134 390.073 342.037 3.318e+02 18479.5821080000 11 
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4.2. Simulation and experiment biped robust walking results 

The 10 rotating joint-angle curves using the EDE approach are fully shown in Fig. 8 which confirm 

the simulated biped gait performance and strongly verify the robustness of HUBOT-5 walking as 
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4.2. Simulation and experiment biped robust walking results
The 10 rotating joint-angle curves using the EDE approach are fully shown in Fig. 8

which confirm the simulated biped gait performance and strongly verify the robustness
of HUBOT-5 walking as illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. 12 
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We continue applying the ten biped resulted joint-angle values to successfully regu-
late robust biped walking for the real small-sized HUBOT-5. Fig. 11 presents the photos
of small-sized HUBOT-4 biped in realizing a one-step robust walking in terms of the de-
sired foot-lift magnitude Hre f = 1 cm.

Fig. 11. Experiment HUBOT-5 biped realizing a one-step robust walking
(with the desired foot-lift magnitude Hre f = 1 cm)

Developing the simulation results presented in Figs. 9 and 10, it leads the perfect ex-
periment results illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12, which convincingly confirm that the inves-
tigation of pre-determined foot-lifting magnitude regarding to the task of well followed
the desired ZMP trajectories along with the estimation for robust WPG generator. The
proposed approach guarantees the HUBOT-5 to robust moving and holding step with
pre-determined foot-lift value. The proposed technique for robust biped walking only
using hybrid Neural-NARX model optimum estimated with enhanced EDE algorithm is
convincingly enable. The optimized weights of NARX-MLPNN structure identified by
EDE are tabulated in Table 5 which clearly presents that vij denotes the weights of hidden
layer, in which i within 1 to 4, j from 1 to 8; bh represents bias of hidden one; wij denotes
the weights of output layer, in which i from 1 to 8, j from 1 to 4; b0 is the output bias
value.
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Table 5. The best optimized parameters of proposed Neural-NARX model trained by EDE

i
j

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

vij 1 8.073 −9.295 9.129 9.684 10.676 −7.413 −6.026 −9.142
2 −1.254 1.697 −2.411 −1.501 −5.090 0.216 1.359 −0.251
3 −13.915 13.436 −11.240 −13.652 −12.959 13.956 10.256 13.697
4 11.843 −10.579 12.652 11.077 13.143 −13.565 −12.417 −9.112

bh −8.803 16.067 −5.757 −0.286 11.228 −13.738 13.197 −17.288

wij 1 −12.489 2.308 −6.216 −14.537
2 12.470 −1.260 −11.558 7.235
3 −12.302 −12.488 −7.976 −9.887
4 −14.280 9.119 0.915 −13.703
5 −12.544 1.818 −12.071 −9.930
6 13.465 −6.578 −3.327 −0.474
7 10.497 10.251 13.682 10.835
8 12.987 4.780 −8.028 −4.887

b0 13.843 3.568 −7.441 −12.884
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a new WPG for robust humanoid stepping regarding to de-

sired ZMP reference along with pre-determined foot-lift value. This paper’s key con-
tributions are to be concisely cited as. A new planning technique for the desired biped
ZMP trajectory is innovatively proposed. A new biped WPG generator is introduced
using the proposed Neural-NARX scheme and optimized by enhanced EDE technique.
Eventually the biped WPG is successfully implemented in the real small-sized HUBOT-5
biped robot. Both of simulating and experimenting results confirm that the real small-
sized HUBOT-5 robot can stably step regarding to versatile desired ZMP trajectories and
efficiently keep pace with pre-determined foot-lift value. The suggested methods of the
study show quite original compared of the other latest and modern techniques on biped
WPG proposed in recent years.
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